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Focus Ouestion: How did Otto von Bismarck, the chancellor of Prussia,
lead the drive for German unity?
As you read this section in your textbook, complete the following chart to record the sequence
of ezsents that led to German unification.
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Napoleon raids German lands.



Section Summary
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: the early 1800s, German-speaking people lived in a number of

,erman s[ates. Many also lived in Prussia and the Austrian empire.

l:,ere was no unified German nation. However, events unfolded in
_- e mid-nineteenth century that eventually led to the formation of

:,e Germany. Between 1806 and 1812, Napoleon invaded these

,:.ds. He organized a number of German states into the Rhine

_,-nfederation. After Napoleon',s defeat, the Congress of Vienna cre-

:::d the German Confederation. This was a weak alliance of German

.::tes headed by Austria. In the 1830s, Prussia created an economic

-::on calied the Zollaereln. This union removed tariff barriers

:€:rveen many German states, yet they remained politically frag-

::nted.
Otto von Bismarck, the chancellor of Prussia, led the drive to

--:te the German states-but under Prussian rule. Bismarck was a

::ster of Realpolitik, or reaiistic politics based on the needs of the
,-=:e. After creating a powerful military, he was ready to pursue an

.:Jessive foreign policy. over the next decade, Bismarck led Prus-
- ,-into three wirs.-Each war increased Prussian Power and paved

:-: w'ay for Cerman unity.
In1.866, Bismarck created an excuse to attack Austria. The

, :,.tro-Prussian War lasted only seven weeks. Afterwards, Prussia

a*nexed several north German states. In France, the Prussian victory
::ered Napoleon III. A growing rivalry between the two nations

r:.: :o the Franco-Prussian War of 1,870. Bismarck worsened the crisis
* :ewriting and releasing to the press a telegram that reported on a

:- =.:ting between william I of Prussia and the French ambassador.

:-.:lied the Frenchman. Furious, Napoleon III declared war on
:-*-.sia, as Bismarck had hoped. The Prussian army quickly defeated

:. :fenCh.
)elighted by the victory, German princes persuaded william I to

a.-: thelitle kaiser of Germany. In January \871,, German national-

L*'::. -elebrated the birth of the Second Reich. Bismarck drafted a con-

ri;:-*ion that created a two-house legislature. Even so, the real

:, 'er was in the hands of the kaiser and Bismarck.

fr *'iew Questions
" ', nat events occurred in the early 1800s that helped promote

'erman unitY?

1. -l-.rr did Bismarck use war to create a united Germany under
:::ssian rule?
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What does the word editing
mean in the underlined sen-

tence? Circle the context clues

in the paragraph that could helP

you figure out what editing
means.

Recognize Sequence What
events led Napoleon lll to
declare war on Prussia?


